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Baker Built
Air Wings and
Hand Wings
ONE OF THE OFT-QUOTED JOYS OF MOTORCYCLING IS
THE FEEL OF THE WIND IN YOUR FACE. NOT
MENTIONED QUITE AS OFTEN IS HOW ANNOYING THAT
GETS AFTER AWHILE, ESPECIALLY IF THE WING IN
QUESTION IS VERY HOT OR VERY COLD.
Honda's GL1800 takes the brute-force approach to air
management, shoving it out of the way with a fairing the size if
an oil tanker's bow. But its an all-or-nothing deal: in the summer
you can get enough cooling air flow behind the fairing, and in
the winter you can get to much. Baker Built Air Wings lets you
tailor the airflow behind the fairing to suit the conditions, and in
so doing makes the saddle of the Gold Wing a much more
comfortable place to be, summer or winter.
I recently put a set of Air Wings on my new-to-me 2001
GL1800. A bit too recently, as it turned out, because before they
arrived I rode to Nevada over two days that broke heat records
in the areas I passed through. To put it bluntly, I was miserable,
and stopped both days at the peak of the afternoon temperatures
and got a room for the night.

Back home, a pair of Air Wings with Lowers was waiting for me.
They were easy to install, requiring two holes to be drilled in the
easily detachable molding on either side of the fairing. A drill bit
and paper drilling templates are included with the hardware.
I also installed a pair of Hand Wings. They bolt to the
underside of the mirror pod and come with limiters to keep the
Hand Wings from swinging far enough to scratch the bike's
plastic. With the array of Air Wings in place I went for a ride. My
first thought was how much I wished I'd had these on the Nevada
trip. To keep the wind off your legs and hands, you pivot the
leading edge outward. The difference is obvious and immediate.
The adjustments are easy to make, thanks to the friction pivoting
system, and the Air Wings stay in place at speed. If they don't,
you can adjust the pivots for more friction.
The lower part of the Air Wings pivots independently
from the upper, and directs air coming out the side of the bike
through the radiator at your lower leg in cold weather. You can
direct air into your torso with the upper Wings. The Hand Wings
are just as effective; I found they had the added benefit of being
positioned perfectly to blow air into the chest vents of my riding
jacket.
The Air Wings have made it more pleasant to ride in extremes of
temperature. I can start a ride in the morning chill with the Air
Wings set the deflect the cold r out and around me, and as the day
warms up pivot them to direct cooling air towards my jacket vents.
The wind-in-your-face thing is a lot more fun if you get to choose
the kind of wind, and when you want it.
The New Generation Baker Built Air Wings with Lowers
($179.95 for black hardware,$189.95 for chrome) and Hand Wings
(63.95) come in clear, light tint or dark tint, with chrome or black
mounting hardware; both use scratch-and-break resistant material for
the plastic defectors. The Original style, which uses poly-carbonate
and Plexiglas, is still available for a lower price, and in a wider
selection of colors. Jerry Smith

